VDT CHAIR
APPLICATION PACK

WELCOME
Thank you for your interest in being the Chair of
Vincent Dance Theatre.
VDT is based in Brighton, is an Arts Council
England National Portfolio Organisation (NPO)
and Associate Artist of Brighton Dome &
Festival.
‘Meticulously detailed, working across
generations, it’s more than dance.
Charlotte is shouting in the spaces that
matter.’ Judith Mackrell, Dance Critic
Led by Artistic Director/CEO Charlotte Vincent,
VDT produces work on stage, on film and
online, creating multiple outcomes from the
same choreographic material to create a yearround ‘layered repertoire’ of work.
The Company’s work is politically charged and
often aims to raise awareness around issues of
equality and gender politics. Productions are
marked by their authenticity and emotional
impact – being created by and made with
professional and non-professional performers.
VDT has earned an Outstanding in the Creative
Case for Diversity rating from Arts Council
England, over two consecutive years.
We have strong Artistic Plans aligning well with
Arts Council England’s Let’s Create strategy and
its accompanying Outcomes and Investment
Principles and are poised to apply for the next
round of funding for National Portfolio
Organisations.
I have been on an adventurous journey with
VDT, joining at a point where the organisation

had recently moved from Sheffield to Brighton
and were embarking on a brave transition from
mid-scale touring to more dynamic and future
proof ways of presenting artistic work, working
with young people for the first time and
deepening the relationship with the
communities it partners with. As a team we,
have grown considerably. I have learned a lot
about leadership, governance and organisational
development which is invaluable for me as a
leader in the arts. I will leave VDT satisfied that
their work will continue to be exemplary, socially
valuable and make a difference.
We need a Chair who can lead the management
of meetings, set the tone of Board
communication and provide support to the
senior management team.
Externally, you will be VDT’s champion and
advocate, strengthening our reputation and
articulating the value and relevance of VDT.
Having a more diverse range of voices and lived
experience around the table will help us
develop our plans and enable a more robust
business model - so a Chair with a different
range of skills would be welcomed.
We think it’s an opportunity to make a real
difference.
If this opportunity interests you, I’d love to hear
from you.
Rose Kigwana
Chair, Vincent Dance Theatre

MISSION
STATEMENT

INCLUSION &
DIVERSITY

Founded in 1994, Vincent Dance Theatre (VDT)
produces intelligent, ambitious, ‘socially
engaged’ new work by Artistic Director Charlotte
Vincent exploring the complex tensions between
‘community’ and ‘professional’ practice.

We believe greater diversity and a wider range
of views and ideas within our Board is vital to
making our work stronger, more relevant and
more inclusive and we welcome applications
from people that bring difference.

VDT’s productions are driven by an interest in
equal opportunity for all, are researched and
created in collaboration with young, ‘vulnerable’
and marginalized groups - including women integrating professionals and non-professionals
in the creation and performing process.

We particularly welcome applications from
people who are of African or Asian heritage or
ethnically diverse; people with disabilities
(including 'invisible' disabilities or neurodiversity
such as autism and dyslexia) and people from
lower socioeconomic backgrounds, as these
groups remain underrepresented in our sector.

VDT provides a public platform for those whose
voices might not otherwise be heard and by so
doing continues to make significant claims for
gender equality, equality of opportunity and
social change.

MOVING PEOPLE AND MAKING THEM THINK
Artistic Director Charlotte Vincent is
considered ‘one of the UK’s leading female
choreographer/directors... one of the most
important feminist artists working in Britain
today’ The Observer.
Having toured successfully nationally and
internationally as a mid-scale dance theatre
company, in 2014 VDT began to develop a truly
integrative, accessible and inclusive approach to
making new work. Vincent’s devising
process now involves researching, listening to,
facilitating, collaborating, devising and
performing alongside non-professionals at
every stage of the process.
‘Vincent’s work transmits powerful
messages and poses challenging
questions. Riveting…unique… visceral. Its
importance as a piece of political theatre
is unquestionable.’ Dance Tabs, 2017
VDT’s work is widely distributed on stage, on
film and online, with the issues therein applied
through a wide range of in-person and online
participation opportunities, both inside, and
increasingly outside of, the performing arts
sector.
VDT’s approach converts audience into
participants and participants into audiences,
encouraging and supporting both to develop
their own creativity.

‘Wow!! What you have put together is
amazing! It has been brilliant seeing the
boys so engaged. Using the issues and rap
to get them to work together on writing
and talking about masculinity has really
worked. The Connected Hub PRU,
Brighton
Vincent’s work is studied and written about by
B-Tec, BA, MA and PhD students via Digital
Theatre + and embedded in several
essential Routledge books, including 2020’s 21st
Century Performance Reader and 50
Contemporary Choreographers
publications.
The company has ambitious plans for 2021/22
onwards with a new film installation, HOME
TRUTHS, in collaboration with the Sociology
Department at University of Warwick- initially
shown in Coventry and as part of Brighton Digital
Festival 2021; DOCUDANCE, capturing the
thoughts of 6-8 young people who have
collaborated with VDT over the past 7 years in
professional; productions and PLACES YOU’LL
GO, a new work made by non-professional child
performers.
VDT will also develop a new suite of online
resources that explore Home, Family and
Belonging, working with new partners in
Sociology, Family Intervention and Attachment
Practitioners and a suite of resources for HEI
and college/school students.

‘I have gained such
confidence during this
process in a way better than
any therapy I have had…
Your work, patience and
commitment has changed
my life. Thank you so very
much.’ Oasis Project
Participant/Performer, ART
OF ATTACHMENT, 2018

CONTEXT & OPPORTUNITIES
Rose Kigwana has been a Trustee and
subsequently Chair of Vincent Dance Theatre
since 2015 and will step down in 2022.
She has been an ardent supporter of VDT,
championing its core mission, advocating for its
work and staff welfare. Rose has cultivated a
loyal and increasingly diverse Board of Trustees
and leaves a legacy of a financially sound
organisation.
Her successor will work with VDT’s Trustees to
further strengthen the governance of the
Company; bringing on new Board members able
to steer the Company as it delivers its work
through the lens of Arts Council Engand’s Let’s
Create and working closely with AD/CEO
Charlotte Vincent as VDT sets out and delivers its
plan for 2023-26 which includes the Company’s
30th Anniversary Year.
The new Chair therefore arrives at a key time
for VDT – leading a Company poised to
maximise its existing strategy of making work
on stage, on film and online and the application
of material from VDT work in health and
wellbeing, social care, family intervention,
academic and education contexts.

The opportunity for the Chair is to create a
culture where a dynamic Board of Trustees will
thrive and make informed, ambitious and
strategic decisions.
The new Chair will lead the Board, ensuring that
it fulfils its responsibilities for the effective and
focused governance of the charity.
They will work closely with the Artistic
Director/CEO and represent the organisation at
the highest level. The Chair is the line manager
for the Artistic Director/CEO and leads the
annual appraisal process for this role
It is the Chair who will be pivotal in creating the
conditions for the overall effectiveness of
Vincent Dance Theatre - ensuring good
governance and sound organisational and
financial management.

BENEFITS OF BEING THE CHAIR OF A CHARITY
1. Contributing to a great cause

3. Development of People Skills

Being the Chair of a charity is arguably one of
the most powerful ways in which you can
contribute to your local community or to a cause
you really care about. As a Chair, you play an
integral part in the good governance of a charity,
not only ensuring that the organisation remains
viable and sustainable but ensuring that it
adheres closely to its mission and works in the
interests of its beneficiaries.

The role of Chair can develop your ability to
collaborate effectively with others, to
constructively challenge the ideas of fellow
trustees as well as those of the CEO and staff.
Negotiating, empathising, listening and clearly
communicating ideas and concerns are huge
factors in this process and often help to set the
tone and culture of board meetings. All of this is
essential to positive, forward thinking and
efficient charity governance, but it’s also a
fantastic opportunity to develop sound
judgement and interpersonal skills.

2. Enhanced strategic experience
As a Chair you are likely to already have
experience as a Trustee. The strategic oversight
required of the Chair gives you the opportunity
to develop and hone your critical thinking,
problem-solving and analytical skills as well as
developing vital strategic sensibilities and team
working skills. It allows for big picture thinking
and an understanding of a new sector/set of
networks.

4. Personal Development
Being a Chair is challenging. There is a high level
of responsibility and a considerable time
commitment. In return the offer is that you gain
a wealth of personal and professional skills and
connections which will stand you in good stead
whilst empowering you with a new sense of
purpose and prospect.

VDT’s CURRENT TRUSTEES
ELLA BURNS
Ella is currently Programme Manager at the
National Literacy Trust, working within the
Home Learning Environment team on campaigns
to improve literacy and home learning support
for families and children.
As Co-founder and Director of creative writing
and mentoring charity, Little Green Pig which
worked with 800 individual children and young
people each year, focusing on those from
disadvantaged communities, Ella has
considerable hands on experience in the issues
connected with running a small charitable
organisation and what it requires from a Board.
GIULIA MAZZEI
Giulia is a communications and marketing
specialist based in London. A former classical
and contemporary dancer, she changed career 6
years ago and has built her experience in the
luxury, art, design, fashion and jewellery
industries.
Giulia currently works at Swarovski, under Nadja
Swarovski.

PAULINE RUTTER
Pauline is an equity and social justice (EDI) lead,
charity and co-operative director, curriculum
manager, educator, and Values and
Sustainability Researcher.
She works at The Culture Capital Exchange
Associate where she leads on intersectional
inclusion and diversity strategy and approaches
for equity and social and environmental justice
in higher education research and arts and
cultural sectors.
ALEX WILLIAMS
Alex is Arts Officer for Projects and Commissions
for Richmond Borough Arts Service where he
designs and delivers a wide range of projects and
events working closely with communities,
participants, artists and partners.
Prior to this he worked at Southbank Centre for
over six years, most recently as Participation
Producer in the Public Programming team.

TIME COMMITMENTS FOR CHAIR OF THE BOARD
Vincent Dance Theatre’s Board Meetings
•

Board Meetings are held x4 times a year

•

Meetings are usually two hours long

•

Meetings are held in Brighton at VDT’s
base or via zoom

•

Meetings are attended by Trustees &
Staff

•

Away Days & Development Sessions
•

The Chair is required to be involved in
the development of VDT’s Business Plans
and to understand Arts Council
England’s Let’s Create strategy monitoring VDT’s implementation of its
Outcomes and Investment Principles

•

To comply with VDT’s main funder’s
(Arts Council England) requirements on
Governance, the Chair will need to
attend a series of Development Sessions
2022/23

•

Away Days usually happen once a
year/18 months and allow the Board to
bring in external facilitators to lead
bespoke sessions to ensure Chair &
Trustees are equipped for their role

•

The Chair is responsible for the appraisal
process for the CEO/AD

•

The Chair can be involved in the
induction process for new Trustees and
can attend specific training paid for by
VDT

Papers are sent out a week prior to each
meeting

Annual General Meetings (AGM)
•

AGMs are held once a year, usually in
conjunction with a Board Meeting

•

AGM Meetings Board Meetings usually
last 30 minutes

Sub-Group Meetings
•

In order for the Chair & Trustees to have
in-depth conversations on specific issues,
VDT has Finance, HR, Participation &
Digital sub-groups attended by
Chair/Trustees with the best knowledge

•

There are usually no more than four subgroup meetings a year

•

Sub -group Meetings last for 1-2 hours

HOW TO APPLY TO BE VDT’s CHAIR
Person Specification

How to Apply

The Chair must have:

Please read the Person Specification, Context &
Opportunities and Time Requirements and, if
interested, send a CV and a short cover letter
which outlines why you want to be VDT’s Chair
and what experience you have had that you
think would be useful.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a commitment to the mission of VDT
a willingness to devote the necessary time
and effort
experience as a Trustee or similar
integrity & good people management
good, independent judgement
an ability to chair a meeting purposely and
robustly
an ability to find solutions
an understanding and acceptance of the
legal duties, responsibilities and liabilities
of trusteeship

We particularly welcome applications from
people who are of African or Asian heritage or
ethnically diverse; people with disabilities
(including 'invisible' disabilities or neurodiversity
such as autism and dyslexia) and people from
lower socioeconomic backgrounds, as these
groups remain underrepresented in our sector.
Salary: This is an unpaid voluntary position

Please send CV and letter to VDT Chair, Rose
Kigwana via Holly Morris, General Manager:
admin@vincentdt.com
If you would like to have a chat about the role of
Chair first, please call Holly on 01273 911 616
Vincent Dance Theatre
Unit C Level 8 North, New England House
New England Street
Brighton
BN1 4GH
Vincent Dance Theatre is a company limited by guarantee,
registered in England and Wales, registration number
4259502, registered office as above. Registered charity
number 1091615. VAT registration number 772 6123 31.

